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COOLING ON THE FRONT OF AN AIR-COOLED ENGINE CYLINDER IN A
CONVENTIONAL ENGINE COWLING

By M. J. BEEVOOET and U. T. JOYKEE

SUMMARY

MeawiremM~ were made of& cooling on the fronts of
model c@nder8 in a conceniional cowling for cooling in
both tlM ground and the cTuising conditions. The mech-
anisms of front and rear cooling are essdially different.
Cooling on the rear bayed part of the. c@in&rs continually
increaae8 m“th in.meatnkg$n width.

For the front of the cylinder, an optimum jin width
was found to em-d beyond which an increase in width
reduced the heat transfer.

T7Mheat-transfer .mq&ieni on the front of the e@nder8
WCMlarger on the side of h cylinder fazing the propeller
swiTl than on the oppom”teside. This effect became more
pronounced as thejin m“dth was increased. ~ese results
are inhdu=ctoy to the study of front cooling and show the
general effect of the 8everal test parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the information amiIable regarding cooling
on the front of a cylinder of a radial air-cookd engine
has been obtained from wind-tunnel tests on an un-
baffled section of a. cylinder. The nature of the air
flow within the front of a conventional N. A. C. A.
cowling was shown in reference I to be very different
from the steady flow obtained in a fiea air stream; it is
therefore probable that the cooling will be very different
for the two conditions. There is every reason to believe
that front cooling will not show the same dependence
on h spacing and fln width for the peculiar air-flow
conditions found in the front of a cowling as for the
baflied part of the cylinder.

The advisability of baflling the entire cylinder and
resorting ta blower cooling should not be admitted until
front cooling in a conventional cowling has been ex-
hwstively studied. The details of the mechanism by
which front cooling is accomplished and the power
expended for this cooling wilI be discussed in this
report.

In reference 2 it was shown that an engine nacelIe of
52-inch diameter in an air stream of 100 miles per hour
had 32 pounds drag with a hemispherical nose, 42
pounds drag with a flat plate in the nose, and 45 pounds
with the nose open. The tests for all three arrsmge-
ments were made with the skirt closed, which gave no
air for cooling. It is thus seen that, at 100 miles per

hour, about 13 prods more drag can be expected with
an open nose than with a streamline nose. AU these
values were reduced when a nacelle having a better
afterbody was tested. The best value for the difference
between a good conventional nose and a streamline nose ,,,,_
now appears to be onIy om+iifth of the wdue of 13
pounds given in reference 2.

It was shown in reference 3 that the order of the ccst
of cooling the rear of the cylinders is 1 to 1$ percent of
the engine power for a representative engine. Inas-
much as the power cost of cooling the front of the cylin-
ders is independent of the power of the engine enclosed
in the cowling, this front cooling power will amount to
only about 1 percent of the power of a 2,000-horse-
power engine at 300 miles per hour. Thus, the total
power required for cooling would amount to not more
thsm 2X percent of the brake horsepower of a large

.

engine. If the wing has a thickness comparable mith
the engine diameter, the form drag will disappear al-
most entirely and the power cost of the engine installa-
tion will be close to the power cost of cooling.

It was further found (reference 2) that the cooling of
the front of the cylinders compared quite favorably
with the cooling of the rear baflkd pm-tof the cylinders
in spite of the fact that no directed air velocity could
be measured over the front of the cylinders. Ho&wire
measurements showed about 70 percent as much cooling
in the front of the engjne as in the free air stream,
The open nose, which contributes about 3 pounds drag
at 100 miles per hour, therefore gives very satisfactory
front cooling. Since this drag increases proportion-
ally with the dynamic prwsure and since the cylinder
finning must be adequate to give satisfactory coohg of
the engine at the climbing speed, it is obvious that, at
the cruising speed, much more power is required and
more o.ooling is realized than is necessary on the front
of the cylindws.

On the ground and to a kser extent in the take-off,
ahnost no positive pressure exists in the hont of an
open-nose cowling. The factom affecting the pressure
in the front of the cowling are explained in reference 1
for the ground condition. It was shown that, when
the hub and the propeller shank had no blade section,
the pressure deveIoped by the blade sections near the
outer edge of the cowling opening was lmgely lost by
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the hub section. By the use of propellers with blade
sections close to the hub or. by the use of spinners, a
pressure was maintained over the front of the engine.
The most practicable arrangement was a fixed disk set
behind the propeller, which left au annular opening
between the inner edge of the cowling and the outer
edge of the disk with sticient open area to allow the
entry of the air without an appreciable energy loss.
This annular opening must be behind a working section
of the propeIler and, for the case of ground cooling,
large-diameter openings are preferable. The forward
or backward position of the disk had a marked effect
on the pressure developed.

An effect on the pressure developed, resulting from a
change with air speed of the configuration of flow
around the cowling, was found on nose 7 and spinner 10
(reference 4). In tb particular arrangement reported
in refereuce 4, the air flow around the cowling changed
with the speed in such a manner as to give a high Ap/q in
the take-off condition and a relatively low Ap/g at a
high speed. It is probable that a spinner, adjustable
forward and backward, employed behind the propeller
might be a practicable means of controlling the front
pressures and the front cooling. It is further shown in
reference 1 that, when the airplane is on the ground, m
swirl exists in the front of the engine; this swirl depends
upon the propeller speed, the diameter of the cowling,
and the engine conductivity.

The mechanism of rear cooling and the means of
obttiining the maximum cooling at the rear have been
described in references 2, 5, 6, and 7. These reports
show the power for co.cdingand how this power can be
most usefully employed by the choice of optimum
baflle shape and baflle length for the fin spacing used.
They also point out how much the cooling can be
improved by decreasing the fin spacing.

The present report gives the results of a study to
determine the cooling in the front of an engine cowling
for the ground and the cruieing conditions at various
locations within the cowling with anclwithout a spinner;
several fin spacings and &i widths were used. A
knowledge of the distribution of cooling ability within
the cowling is also required. and this knowledge is
obtained from the same memuremente used to deter-
mine the effect of fin dimensions on cooling and the
effect of operating conditions on cooling.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

AU the tests were miide in the nose of a full-scale
cowling-nacelle combination. in the N. A. C. A. 20-foot
tunnel. The diameter of the opening in the front of the
cowling was 35 inches. The engine was represented by
a brdlki plate of variable opening (fig. 1 (a) and (b))
to simulats engine conductivities ranging from Oto 0.116.

(a) Test cylindm [nplace; englm camductivlty, 0,037.

~) Teat oylinders and wocden oyhdora in plew angtne mndumiv[ty, 0.110.

(0) Test Oylhderej 24-hh mund+dgw dlek, and propehr Iqplace; ong[ue con-
ductivity, 0.118.

FIGUBEL+enarai views of test Mt-ui].
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Propeller E was used for all the tds. It has Navy
phm form 3790; the hub sections are shown in &ure
1 (c).

Eght half cyhnders, similar to the one shown in
figure 2, were made of brass to the dimensions given in
table I. The diameter at the base of the fis was 5.81
inches and the thickness of the wall -was% inch for alI
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FIGURE2.-DetrdM view of test cytide=

cylinde= The length of each cylinder was ~DDrOXi-.-
rnately 1 inch and the inside diameter was 5.56 inches.
The fln thicknwses desired in these cylindem were
estimated, from the values given in reference 7, for the
optimum thickness for the masimum cooling of the
btdlled part of a cylinder. No information being avail-
able regarding optimum thickmss for maximum cooling
of a cylinder in an open coding, the use of these values
is permissible because the b thickn- is not a very
critical quantity.

Fin
width
m.)

TABLE I

CYLINDERS TESTED

~.

+iJg$:-
ml.)

0.ml 0.012
.082 .Olfi
.lx -WI
.Ka .016
.082 .02s
.123 .022.

.C%l
% .(UO

No#IbII

oncyl-
JRdex

Length
Ofcyl-
Ynder
(h.)

LM3
.s50

l.m

1%
.955

W%

Diomefer of frontopening,+.0 in.

Are9
‘a.lax

&%h)

9.s
&96

‘!%
10.12
an
Q.67
9.24
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FIQCBE8.–Pmltions fn whIeh cyl.(nderawere tested.

Eight thermocouples vwre sunk into the middle of the
cylinder wall at equal inter-da around the circumfer-
ence and -welded to the cylinder. The temperature of
the cylinder wall was determined by measming the
thermocouple electromotive force with a potentiometer.
By this method, temperatures could be measured with
an flCCUHbCyof about + 0.3° F.

Each test cylinder was mounted on a heating unit
(fig. 2] to form a complete test unit, also shown in “”
figure 2. All tests were made with three of these @t ___
units mounted on a bracket. &e fig. 1 (a).) The
three heating units were made from the same kind of ‘“- ‘-
wire and had the mme resistance. Current was passed
through the three heating units in series so that equal
quantities of heat were generated in the three test units.
About 275 watts were dissipated in each unit.

The six positions in which the cylinders were tested
are shown in figure 3; the cyLindersmounted in these
positions are shown in @e 1 (b) and (a).

In order to reproduce as closely as possible the actual
conditions of air flow over the front of an engine, two
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wooden cylinders 4 inches in diameter were mounted as
shown in figure 1 (b) for most of the tests with the cyl-
inders in positions 1, 2, and 3.

A round-edge disk (fig. 1 (c)) 24 inches in diameter
was designed according to the information given in
reference 1 so that its size would be optimum for an
engine conductivity of 0.100.

The values of Ap/q obttiined in the cruising condition
were 2.2, 1.8, 1.6, and 1.4 for conductitities of O,0.037,
0,078, and 0.116, respectively.
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FIGURE4.-V8rfatIon of avarage heaM’ansfer maftlolant with engine mnductfvity
for three cylinders, with and without wtien cylinders In plain. Gronnd mu.

METHOD OF CALCULATmG0VEk4LL MEAT-TRA”NSFER”
COEFFICIENT

The average cylinder-wall temperature was obtained
by taking the arithmetic mean temperature of the eight
thermocouples in the cylinder wall. This mean tem-
perature, together with the cylinder-base area and the
heat input per hour, makes it possible w calculate U
m follows:

~= 0.75H
W~--

--- (1)

where
U is the over-all heat-transfer coefficient, B. t. u.

per hour per square inch waIIarea per ‘F.
H, heat input per hour, B. t. u. per hour.
A, cylinder-wall area, square inches.
tm,mezm temperature of the cylinder wall, “F.
ta,free-air temperature} “F.

The factor (0.75) in the numerator of equation (1)
was introduced to take into account the heat lost
through the asbestos end pIates and bme. This factor
was determined as a good average value from experi-
ments with one of the test units. In the ixpcrimcnta
made to determine these values, the temperature and
the quantity of the air heated by the fms were memurcrl
Beparatelyfrom that of the air heated by the nsbestos,
and the heat given to each was determined.

GROUND COOLING

The results of the ground tests are presented in
&ures 4 to 10. These figures show the variation of the
averqge over-all heat-transfer coefficient U with engine
conductivity K for the ptirticular conditions tasted.
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FIGURE6.–VarIatfon of average hea~tramfar cwflkfant With eoglne @nductIvlty
for oyllnder V In fonr kt Posftlons. Ground run.

Most of the ground-cooling tests were made with
the propeller ope@ng at 985 r. p. m. In a few of the
tests, from -which the vaIue9 shown in figures CI (a),
6 (b), and 7 were calculated, the propeller was operated
at 900“r. p. m. All such tests were made at zero rtir
speed.

The&ect of the addition of the two wooden cylinders
(fig. 1.(b)) on the cooling of the test cylindem (fig. ~)
is to increase the cooling somewhat in all cases tested,
the iucrease in cooling being about the same for each
cylinder.

—
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(b) 2+inOh round-edge disk.

The variation in cooling along the front of a cylinder
barrel from base to head (@s. 5 and 6 (a)) is shown to
be small in an open-front coding for the ground-cooling
condition. Cooling on the cylinder head, which corre-
sponds roughly to cooling in positions 4, 5, and 6, is
of the same order as cooling on the barrel in the open-
front cowling. This relation may be seen by comparing
figures 6 (a) and 7 and also by examining figure 5.
From the results shown by these figures, it cm be said
that the position of the test cylinder in the cowling
and its orientation with respect to the propeller swirl
are not so important as fin spacing and width in deter-
mining front cooling for the ground condition.

The eflect of adding the round-edge disk in front of
the cowling (fig. 1 (c)) varies from a slight increase to
a Xl-percent decrease in coding. This variation can
be seen by referring to figures 8 and 9 and by comparing
figures 6 (a) and 6 (b).

In position 3, the test cylinder is exposed to the air
flow coming through the slot between the disk and the
cowling, and the cooling is as good as or slightly better
than the cooling in an open-nose coding. (Cf. figs.
6 (a) and 6 (b) and see figs. 8 (a) and 9 (a).)
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(a) Tested frtP%hl1, % and 8. (b) Tested fn F.Wtfons 4,6, and &

FIctuEEt3.-Vmf8tlon of svw heat-tranefer oradloient wfth engfne conductivity for tbtw eylfnders havti W-inch fln s-r
tMeU with and wfthout w in nom. Ground run.
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It thus appears that the addition of a disk, if dwirable
for increasing the pressure available for cooling the
bdlled part of the cylinder, would not reduce the
barrel cooling by more than 20 percent and would
slightly increase the cooling on the head.

The effect of h width is shown in @ure 10 for the
three fin spacings used. Obviously, there should be
an optimum fin width, and it is interesting to note that
this optimum is reached within the practicable range.
This optimum width undoubtedly depends upon the
operating condition. The und&rability of extreme~y
wide h on the front of a cylinder is cIemly demon-
strated.
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The results from ground~ooling tests indicate that
any noticeable change in cooling with changing engine
conductivity is in the direction of a slight increase in
front cooling with increasing conductivity. Since the
supply of heat was insufficient to raise the temperature
of the air in the cowling more than a negligible amount,
the improvement must be due to increased air flow
between the fins. This improvement may, however,
be caused by a change in Q-pe of flow rather than
directiy by the flow through the engine. This point
needs further study on a set-up better adapted ta the
invedgation.

COOLINGIN THE CRUKMNGCONDITION

Ml the cooling tests made in the cruising condition
were conduc Ledat the same value of Pc, where

P.=~Cflsv

and P is the power supplied to the propeller slmft.
~ dynamic pm-sure.
iY, propeller disk area.
T7,air veIocity.

h the cruising condition the propeller is run at
various speeds, depending on the air speed; conse-
quently, the swirl induced in the front of the cowling
by the propeller varies with the air speed. The tests
made at speeds of 40 and 7.5 miles per hour had pro-
pelIer speeds of 500 and 895 r. p. m., respectively.
These speeds vxre lower than the propeller speed of .
985 r. p. m. at which the ground-oooIing tests were
made. The tests at’ 100 miles per hour were made with
a propeller speed of 1,145 r. p. m.

I?IIIUBBlL—VadaUon of average heat-trmsferOoefEcfentwith ffn width for three
oyti h@V@ Mdnch h _ fCWtWOS@N COIMhlCtIWitfSSand tbrB3 ti-
strew.n ve.looltk-e. All tasb fn pmitfon !2withwocdan cylinders fn place.. Qu!.s[ng
mnditfon.

The vrdue of the heat-transfer c.oeflicient increas-
viith increasing values of engine conductivity, air speed,
and fin width up to a certain optimum wiclth, for all the
cylinders tested. AU these eflects can be seen in
figure 11.

—.
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The variation in cooling with change in air-stream
vehcity is shown in figures 12, 13, and 14. When these
figures are compared with figure 15, which shome heat-
transfer coefficientts for the rear baflled part of a cylinder
as reported in reference 7, it is seen that the cooling on
the front of a cylinder compargs quite frmorably with the
cooling on the rear btied part for the crusing condition.

Figure 16 shows the variation of coohng around a
cylinder barrel for cylinders II, V, and VII when” the
zero angle is on the side of the cylinder facing the pro-
peller swirl. The remdts shovi considerably more cool-
ing on the side facing the propeller swirl than on the

6- ,-

CylinderFin spacing,in Position

FIGUBE 17.—Venetfrm of average heat-tmnefer omilioknt with ak@reara veloolty
for three oylfnders Iravtng J.+fnohfm width la poeftfone4,6, snd & with two engfne
oonduetlvlties. Cm mndltfom

other side of the cylinder. The large effect of the
engine conductivity on cooling is also apparent.

The lmge variation in cooling around a cylinder,
wpecially with wide fis, suggests thrtteither an .~sym-
metrical baflle could bti fiti.ed h even out the tempera-
ture distribution or the exhaust valve could be located
in the region of good cooling to take advantage of the
unequal temperature distribution,

Cooling of cylinders in positions 4, 5, and 6 shows
about the same general dependence on air-streamveloc-
ity as has already been noted for the other positions.
(See fig. 17,)

i .. DISCUSSION

(lThe data prose ted in figure 6 iwo rfither uncxpeckd;
i. e., a spacing of 0.062 inch gavo a lower heat-t,ransfcr
coefFici&t in the grouncl condition than either a smdlcr
or a l&ger spacing with the fm.s of fi-inch width. In
order to checli this apparently anomalous bchnvior,
th~gg @ndere were placed in a duct where the tiir

j“ 5 r ) # 1
>; .&ing, h. Cy!;;dcr
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FIQURIIlS.-Varlathr of average heat-transfer rmllleient with alr-etreamvcIocIly
for three @hrders Iravtng )i-tnch fln width. Duct tests.
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Fmuru 19.–VerkJ1m of awrweheat-transfer weLtMent with fln width for lRO flu
Spacfnsa at an afr+itream vebcity of 40miles per hour. Duct test-%

velocity could be varied. The results of this series
of tests are presented in figure 18. The sxrd spncings
gave n higher coefficient in the Mgh+pccrd rango, ftnd
the hirger spacings gave a higher coefficient in tho low-
speed range. Thus, all the curves must cross. Tests
run onIy within certain speed ranges (seo fig. 18) will
obviously give some surprising remdts,

—

—

—.
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Figure 10 aIso presents both interesting sad impor-
tant remdt.s,inasmuch as some of the curves indicate an
optimum b width. Although the curves were drawn
through the test points in quite an obvious manner,
additional points w-ouId have been more convincing.

In order to investigate this matter further, several of
the modeI cyhnders were tested in a duct. Cylinder
VU -wascut down to lj@ch fin width, amdcylinder ~
was cut down to %-inch h width. These teds (fig. 19)
show maximum heat tmmsferat the same tin widths as
the tunnel tests.

AIthough the duct teats did not exactly reproduce
conditions in the front of a cowling, the testa do show
that an unbaflled cylinder under certain conditions does
have an optimum fin width that falls within the practi-
cable range.

This very important restit must be due to the fact
that the air %OWpenetrates to. only a Iimited depth
between the flus, as can be seen from figure 18, which
shows that the 0.031-inch spacing is too smalI for its
width at low air speeds. Consequently, the air-flow
penetration between the h is restrict~d and the cool-
ing is poorer than with larger spacings, -which aIIow
the air to penetrate deeper. At high air speeds, ho-iv-
ever, there is sufficient dynamic pressure to cause the
uir to penetrate all the way to the cylinder wall, e-mu
with the 0.03 l-inch spacing. Full adwmta.ge is thus
taken of the large fin area associated with narrow apac-
ingj and the fine spacing cools better than either of
the coarsw spacings.

From the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that
an optimum h width must exist for each combination
of fin spacing and air speed. The optimum width is
probably the width that alIows the airflow to penetrate
just to the cylinder wall. For smaller fin widths, the
cooling area is reduced. For larger h widths, the
depth of penetration of the air flow ia no greater, so
that the inner part of the wider fi servea mereIy M a
resistanceto heat flow along the h. The cylinder wall
therefore operates at a correspondingly higher tempera-
ture while dissipating the same quantity of heat, and
the over-ti heabtra.nsfer coefficient is lower than with
optimum k width.

The flow on the side of the cyLinderfacing the propel-
ler swirl or the air stream probably penetrates welI to
the cylinder wall even in the cylinder with wide fins
but undoubtecUy leaks out rather rapicUy. This prob-
ability accounts for the large vtvriat.ionin cooling around
the cylinder, which is shown in @re 16(c). Figures
20(a) and 20(b) show a similar variation in coohng
around the cyIinder for the ground condition., Figure
zo (c) shows that a cylinder in position 5 has the best
coob.g on the side toward the outside of the cowling.

The variation of the heat-transfer coeilicient with
spacing at various air speeda can probably be explained
by the nature of the flow. It appears that the small
sprwings at low air speeds have too much resist.tmceto

ah flow to allow the cooling air to penetrate to the
cylinder wall ! This idea is substantiated by the results
in flgum 10, 13,‘and 14, -whereit can be seen that small
spacings are relatively better on narrow h widths.

The position of the test cylinder in the front of an
open coding or the orientation of the iins to the
propeller swirl has little effect on tie cooling of the
cylinder. When a disk is added to the front of the
coding, the cooIing is somewhat reduced except over
parts of the cyIinder barrel and head that are exposed
to tie air stream coming ~ough the slot, where little
effect is noticed. The orientation of the fins remains
relatively unimportant.

The nature of the air flow that cools the front of
cylinders is compiex. (See reference 1.) It & com-

.

posed of at least three types of flow: First, the swirl in
the front of the cowling, which is caused by the rotating
propelIer; second, the fore-and-aft pulsa@g flow,
which is caused by the alternate passage of the,propeller

—..—

blades with the associated regions of high pressure
behind them and the open spaces between blades that
permit air to escape back through the propeller disk;
and third, the straight flow through the cowling, which
is caused by high pressure in the front of the cowling

.. .

as a rewdt of high air speed or prope~er speed. The
straight type of flow is greatly irdluenced by engine
conductivi~.

The results presented herein indicate that the heat-
tranafer coefficient for the ground+ooIing condition is -.L---
roughly the same as for ctig conditions at 60 to 80
miles per hour. Siice front coding in the cruising
condition is about the same with or without a propeller
operating in front of the engge (see reference 2), it
~ppears that the third type of flow, namely, straight
Bow through the cowtig, controls the conflgumtion
of flow and the cooling in the front of the cowling for
the cruising condition.

For the ground-cooling condition, there ia very little
30W straight through the cowling; the first two types
]f flow, namely, swirl and pulsating flow, must account
!or the good heat-transfer coefficient obtained. The
?ffect of engine conductivity on cooling is nevertheless
mportant because a large conductivity permits the
moling air to be frequently changed, thus preventing a
xmdition in which airremains in the cowling long enough
:0 warm up by continual contact with the hot cylinders
md thus impair the cooling.

The results of al tie trots show that the cooling on
We front compares favorably with that on the rear
milted part of the cyIinder. This same rwdt was

loted in reference 2. The-further fact that this front
moling is obtained relatively more cheaply than baflled
~ooling makes the d&rability of using a closed-nose
:owling questionable. If fi design is not improved
md blower cooling is rworted to m the only alhrrmtive,
s considerable increase in the cost of cooling will be
mcessary to give the sqme cool@g; the power increase .-
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will be roughly proportional to t,ho fifth power of the
cooling.

Although the results presented in this report mo
believed to be representative of the quantitative values
of the heat-transfer coefficient to be realized on an m twd
engige, their chief value lies in the fact thnt they indi-
cate the comparative importance of vmious cooIing
pararnete~ and also the manner in which tho varirtt.ion
of each “individual parameter Rffects the cooling of a
cylinder.

The results herein presented serve to introduce the
problem of front cooling and to give a preliminmy
answer. The problem should be further studied witl~
Rsetitip where actual engine cylinders in a cowling can
be tested under operating conditions simulating ground,
climb, and cruising conditions. In this manner, tho
relative cooling of the front and the rear of”the cylinder,
w well as the effect of fin dimensions, fin arnmgement,
md bafile mrangement on cooling, can be determined.
Jkie information is especially important bemuse recent
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cooling determinations (results unpublished) show that
the power cost for this cooling is 10VWWby far than the
power cost of auy other arrangement, in addition to
the advantage of the extreme simplicity of the cooling
system.

CONCLUSIONS

The cooling in the front of a cowling was:
1. hlot greatly dependent on the position or the

orientation of the cylinder within the cowling for USUSI
engine conductivities.

2. Improved by an increase in engine conductivity
in the cruisii condition.

3. A function of the propeIIer speed, improving as
the speed increased.

4. A function of b width, the optimum h width
falling within the usable range.

5. Improved by narrower spacing to the point where
the air-flow resistance was too high.

& Increased by an increase in air speed.
7. Slightly decreased by the use of a stationary clisk

behind the propelIer.

LANGLEYMEMORIALA~RONAUTICALLABORATORY,
hT.moNAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY )?IELD, VA., April 5, 1939.
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